Let ’s Talk

About…

Innocent murmurs

When a doctor listens to your child’s heart, he
listens as blood flows through the heart’s chambers
and valves and the blood vessels near the heart.
One of the sounds is called a murmur. A murmur
can indicate a problem or be harmless. Harmless
murmurs are called “innocent.” Innocent murmurs
are common in infants and children and do not
indicate a problem with your child’s heart. They are
also called functional, vibratory (VY-bra-tore-ee),
or physiologic (fizz-ee-o-LOJ-ick) murmurs.

How can the doctor tell if a murmur
is innocent?
Innocent murmurs change. They may disappear
and reappear. They sound different if your child’s
heart rate changes during stress or fear, with
illness, or sometimes even if she changes position.
If the murmur is due to a heart condition, the
doctor can hear it with a stethoscope all the time.
Most innocent murmurs go away when a child
reaches teen years, but sometimes adults have an
innocent murmur.

Is there a test to tell if the murmur
is innocent?
Most of the time your doctor can tell if a murmur is
innocent by its distinct sound. Sometimes it is not
easy to tell the difference between an innocent
murmur and a mummer from a heart problem. In
that case, your child’s doctor may order other tests
to determine what type of murmur it is. These tests
may include an echocardiogram (ECHO) or an
electrocardiogram (ECG).
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Can it be treated?
Once your doctor knows that your child has an
innocent murmur, there is no need for any other
treatment. An innocent murmur is normal and does
not cause problems or symptoms. Your child will
grow normally and be able to play normally. She
will not need medications or precautions. You will
not need to restrict your child’s diet or activities.
An innocent murmur is just an extra noise made by
the heart and there is no heart problem. Your child
is normal and healthy.
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